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a b s t r a c t
A set S of vertices in a graph G is a total dominating set of G if every vertex of G is adjacent
to some vertex in S. The minimum cardinality of a total dominating set of G is the total
domination number γt(G) of G. The graph G is total domination edge-critical if for every
edge e in the complement of G, γt(G + e) < γt(G). We call such graphs γtEC . If G is γtEC
and γt(G) = k, we say that G is ktEC . For k ≥ 2, we show that the maximum diameter of a
ktEC graph is at least ⌊3(k− 1)/2⌋ and this bound is sharp for small k ≤ 6.
© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Formany graphparameters, criticality is a fundamental question.Muchhas beenwritten about graphswhere a parameter
increases or decreases whenever an edge or vertex is removed or added. Sumner and Blitch [19] began the study of those
graphs, called domination edge-critical graphs, where the (ordinary) domination number decreases on the addition of any
edge. This concept was further investigated in [4–6,18–21,24] and elsewhere. The study of total domination edge-critical
graphs, defined analogously, was initiated by van der Merwe [22] and continued in [8,11–16,22] and elsewhere. The study
of total domination vertex-critical graphs was started by Goddard et al. [7]. Edwards [2] was the first to investigate paired-
domination edge-critical graphs which were studied further in [3]. In this paper we continue the study of total domination
edge-critical graphs.
The study of total domination in graphs was introduced by Cockayne et al. [1]. A total dominating set, abbreviated as TDS,
of a graph G is a set S of vertices of G such that every vertex is adjacent to a vertex in S. The total domination number of G,
denoted by γt(G), is the minimum cardinality of a TDS. A TDS of G of cardinality γt(G) is called a γt(G)-set. Total domination
in graphs is nowwell-studied in graph theory. The literature on this subject has been surveyed and detailed in the two books
by Haynes et al. [10,9]. A recent survey of total domination in graphs can be found in [17].
A graph G is said to be total domination edge-critical, or γtEC , if for every edge e ∈ E(G), γt(G + e) < γt(G). If G is γtEC
and γt(G) = k, we say that G is ktEC . For example, the 5-cycle is 3tEC .
1.1. Graph theory terminology and concepts
For notation and graph theory terminology we in general follow [10]. Specifically, let G = (V , E) be a graph with vertex
set V and edge set E, and let v be a vertex in V . The open neighborhood of v is the set N(v) = {u ∈ V | uv ∈ E} and the closed
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neighborhood of v is N[v] = {v} ∪ N(v). For a set S ⊆ V , its open neighborhood is the set N(S) = ∪v∈S N(v) and its closed
neighborhood is the set N[S] = N(S)∪ S. If X and Y are subsets of vertices in G, then the set X dominates Y in G if Y ⊆ N[X],
while X totally dominates Y in G if Y ⊆ N(X). Further, if X dominates Y , we write X ≻ Y , while if X totally dominates Y , we
write X ≻t Y . In particular, if X ≻ V , then X is a dominating set of G, while if X ≻t V , then X is a TDS of G.
If X and Y are two subsets of V , then we denote the set of all edges of G that join a vertex of X and a vertex of Y by [X, Y ].
For a set S ⊆ V , the subgraph induced by S is denoted by G[S]. We denote the degree of v in G by dG(v), or simply by d(v) if
the graph G is clear from the context. A path on n vertices is denoted by Pn.
Let G = (V , E) be a graph, and let X ⊆ V . If S is a dominating set in G such that X ⊆ S and G[S \ X] contains no isolated
vertices, then we call the set S an almost TDS of G relative to X . Thus the set S totally dominates all vertices of G, except
possibly for vertices in the set X . The almost total domination number of G relative to X , denoted as γt(G; X), is the minimum
cardinality of an almost TDS of G relative to X . An almost TDS of G relative to X of cardinality γt(G; X)we call a γt(G; X)-set. If
|X | = 1, then we simply denote γt(G; X) by γt(G; x)where X = {x}, while if |X | = 2, then we denote γt(G; X) by γt(G; x, y)
where X = {x, y}.
For two vertices u and v in a connected graph G, the distance dG(u, v) between u and v is the length of a shortest u–v
path in G. The diameter of G, which we denote by diam(G), is the maximum distance between any pair of vertices in G. A
diametrical vertex of G is a vertex at distance diam(G) from some vertex in G. The concepts of distance and diameter are
fundamental concepts in graph theory and are well-studied in the literature.
1.2. Known results on γtEC graphs
The complete graphs Kn, n ≥ 2, are vacuously 2tEC . If G is a graph with γt(G) = 2 and G is not complete, then
γt(G + e) = γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G). Hence every 2tEC graph is complete. Thus a graph is a 2tEC graph if and
only it is a complete graph. For k ≥ 3, it seems a difficult problem to characterize ktEC graphs, even in the special case
where k = 3. To date, the problem of characterizing ktEC graphs remains open, even for k = 3 and k = 4. However sharp
lower and upper bounds on the diameter of ktEC graphs have been obtained for k = 3 and k = 4.
Lemma 1 ([13]). If G is a 3tEC graph, then 2 ≤ diam(G) ≤ 3.
The 3tEC graphs G with diam(G) = 3 are characterized in [15]. However the 3tEC graphs with diam(G) = 2 have yet
to be fully characterized. The 3tEC graphs with a cut-vertex are characterized in [8]. Various properties of 3tEC graphs are
explored in [8,13].
Lemma 2 ([23]). If G is a 4tEC graph, then 2 ≤ diam(G) ≤ 4.
The 4tEC graphs G with diam(G) = 4 are characterized in [23]. However the 4tEC graphs G with diam(G) = 2 or
diam(G) = 3 have yet to be characterized. Various properties of 4tEC graphs are explored in [23].
2. General constructions
In this sectionwegive awayof constructing aγtEC-graph from two smallerγtEC-graphs. Firstwedefine a family of graphs
Qq, q ≥ 1, with total domination number 2q. For q ≥ 1, letQq be the graph constructed as follows. Consider two copies of the
path P3q with respective vertex sequences u1, v1, w1, . . . , uq, vq, wq and x1, y1, z1, . . . , xq, yq, zq. For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q},
join ui to xi and yi, join vi to xi, yi and zi, and joinwi to yi and zi. The graph Q3 is illustrated in Fig. 1.
Lemma 3. For q ≥ 1, γt(Qq) = 2q.
Proof. Let G = Qq and let Q = {1, . . . , q}. Let Vi = {ui, vi, wi, xi, yi, zi} , i ∈ Q. For each γt(G)-set X , let IX = {i ∈ Q |
{ui, xi} ⊂ X} and JX = {i ∈ Q | {wi, zi} ⊂ X}. Among all γt(G)-sets, let X be chosen such that |IX | + |JX | is minimum.
We show that |IX | + |JX | = 0. Assume that |IX | ≥ 1. Then, {ui, xi} ⊂ X for some i ∈ Q. If i = 1, then Y = (X \ {x1})∪ {v1}
is a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | < |IX | + |JX |, a contradiction. Hence, i ≥ 2. If |{wi−1, zi−1} ∩ X | ≥ 1, then we may assume
that wi−1 ∈ X . But then X \ {xi} is a TDS, contradicting the minimality of X . Hence, {wi−1, zi−1} ∩ X = ∅. But then
Y = (X \ {xi}) ∪ {wi−1} is a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | < |IX | + |JX |, a contradiction. Hence, |IX | = 0. An identical argument
shows that |JX | = 0. Hence, |IX | + |JX | = 0.
We show next that |Vi ∩ X | ≥ 2 for all i ∈ Q. Assume that |Vi ∩ X | ≤ 1 for some i ∈ Q. Since |V1 ∩ X | ≥ 2 to totally
dominate {u1, v1, x1, y1} and |Vq∩X | ≥ 2 to totally dominate {vq, wq, yq, zq}, we have that 2 ≤ i ≤ q−1. If Vi∩X = ∅, then
the vertex vi is not dominated by X , a contradiction. Hence, |Vi ∩ X | = 1. Since X is a TDS of G, we may assume, without loss
of generality, that Vi ∩ X = {ui}. In order to totally dominate wi, we have that ui+1 ∈ X . In order to totally dominate zi, we
have that xi+1 ∈ X . Therefore, |IX | ≥ 1, a contradiction. Hence, |Vi ∩ X | ≥ 2 for all i ∈ Q. Thus, γt(G) = |X | ≥ 2q. However
the set D = ∪i∈Q{vi, yi}, for example, is a TDS of G, and so γt(G) ≤ |D| = 2q. Consequently, γt(G) = 2q, as desired. 
Let G = (V , E) be a graph and let x ∈ V . Recall that a set S ⊆ V is called an almost TDS of G relative to x if x ∈ S and
S≻t V \ {x}; that is, x ∈ S and S totally dominates all vertices of G except possibly the vertex x itself. Further the minimum
cardinality of an almost TDS of G relative to x is denoted by γt(G; x).
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Fig. 1. The graph Q3 .
(a) G1 . (b) G2 . (c) G3 .
Fig. 2. Three γt -special graphs.
Fig. 3. The graph G2 ◦ G2 .
Definition 1. A graph G is γt-special if G has two distinguished vertices u and v such that N[u] = N[v] and γt(G; x) = γt(G)
for x ∈ {u, v}.
The graphs G1,G2, and G3 shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c), respectively, are examples of γt-special graphs.
Definition 2. If F is a γt-special graph with distinguished vertices u and v, and H is a γt-special graph with distinguished
vertices x and y, then we denote the graph formed from the disjoint union of F andH by adding the edges ux and vy by F ◦H .
The graph G2 ◦ G2 is shown in Fig. 3, where G2 is the graph shown in Fig. 2(b).
Definition 3. If F is a γt-special graph with distinguished vertices u and v, and H is a γt-special graph with distinguished
vertices x and y, then for q ≥ 1, we denote the graph formed from the disjoint union of F ,H and Qq by adding the edges
{ux1, vu1, xzq, ywq} by F ◦ Qq ◦ H .
The graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G2 is shown in Fig. 4, where G2 is the graph shown in Fig. 2(b).
Lemma 4. If F and H are γt-special graphs, then for q ≥ 1, γt(F ◦ Qq ◦ H) = γt(F)+ γt(Qq)+ γt(H).
Proof. Let u and v be the distinguished vertices of F , and let x and y be the distinguished vertices of H . Let F ◦ Qq ◦ H ,
where ux1, vu1, xzq and ywq are the edges added to F ∪ Qq ∪ H to construct the graph G. Let γt(F) = j and γt(H) = k.
By Lemma 3, γt(Qq) = 2q. Since adding edges to a graph cannot increase its total domination number, we have that
γ (G) ≤ γt(F)+ γt(Qq)+ γt(H) = j+ k+ 2q. Hence it suffices to show that γt(G) ≥ j+ k+ 2q.
Let Q = {1, . . . , q} and let Vi = {ui, vi, wi, xi, yi, zi} , i ∈ Q. For each γt(G)-set X , let IX = {i ∈ Q | {ui, xi} ⊂ X} and
JX = {i ∈ Q | {wi, zi} ⊂ X}, and let KX = X ∩ V (Qq). Among all γt(G)-sets, let X be chosen such that:
(1) |IX | + |JX | is minimum.
(2) Subject to (1), |KX | is maximum.
We show first that |IX | + |JX | = 0. Assume that |IX | ≥ 1. Then, {ui, xi} ⊂ X for some i ∈ Q. Suppose that i = 1. If
|{u, v} ∩ X | ≥ 1, then we may assume that v ∈ X . But then X \ {x1} is a TDS, contradicting the minimality of X . Hence,
{u, v} ∩ X = ∅. But then Y = (X \ {x1}) ∪ {v} is a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | < |IX | + |JX |, a contradiction. Hence, i ≥ 2. If
|{wi−1, zi−1} ∩ X | ≥ 1, then we may assume that wi−1 ∈ X . But then X \ {xi} is a TDS, contradicting the minimality of X .
Hence, {wi−1, zi−1} ∩ X = ∅. But then Y = (X \ {xi}) ∪ {wi−1} is a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | < |IX | + |JX |, a contradiction.
Hence, |IX | = 0. An identical argument shows that |JX | = 0. Hence, |IX | + |JX | = 0.
We show next that |KX | = 2q. Assume that |Vi ∩X | ≤ 1 for some i ∈ Q. If Vi ∩X = ∅, then the vertex vi is not dominated
by X , a contradiction. Hence, |Vi∩X | = 1.Wemay assume that ui ∈ X orwi ∈ X . Suppose that ui ∈ X . If q > i, then ui+1 ∈ X
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Fig. 4. The graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G2 .
to totally dominate wi and xi+1 ∈ X to totally dominate zi, contradicting the fact that |IX | + |JX | = 0. Hence, q = i and
{x, y} ⊂ X to dominate {wi, zi}. But then Y = (X \ {x}) ∪ {wi} is a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | = |IX | + |JX | and |KY | > |KX |, a
contradiction. Hence, ui ∉ X . Thus,wi ∈ X . If i > 1, thenwi−1 ∈ X to totally dominate ui and zi−1 ∈ X to totally dominate xi,
contradicting the fact that |IX | + |JX | = 0. Hence, i = 1 and {u, v} ⊂ X to dominate {u1, x1}. But then Y = (X \ {u})∪ {u1} is
a γt(G)-set with |IY | + |JY | = |IX | + |JX | and |KY | > |KX |, a contradiction. Hence, |Vi ∩ X | ≥ 2 for all i ∈ Q. By the minimality
of the TDS X and since |IX | + |JX | = 0, we must have that |Vi ∩ X | = 2 for all i ∈ Q. Thus, |KX | = 2q.
Let XF = X ∩ V (F), XQ = X ∩ V (Qq) and XH = X ∩ V (H). Note that XQ = KX , and so |XQ | = 2q. Assume that |XF | < j.
If XF is a TDS of F , then |XF | ≥ j, a contradiction. Hence, XF is not a TDS of F . Thus, NF (u) ∩ XF = ∅ or NF (v) ∩ XF = ∅. We
may assume that NF (v) ∩ XF = ∅. In particular, u ∉ XF . If v ∉ XF , then XF ∩ NF [v] = ∅. Thus, {u1, x1} ⊂ X in order to
dominate {u, v}, contradicting the fact that |IX | + |JX | = 0. Hence, v ∈ XF . But then XF is an almost TDS of F relative to v,
and so γt(F; v) ≤ |XF | < j = γt(F), contradicting the fact that F is γt-special. Hence, |XF | ≥ j. An identical argument shows
that |XH | ≥ k. Hence, γt(G) = |X | = |XF | + |XH | + |XQ | ≥ j+ k+ 2q. Consequently, γt(G) = j+ k+ 2q. 
A proof similar to that of Lemma 4 but simpler yields the following result.
Lemma 5. If F and H are γt-special graphs, then γt(F ◦ H) = γt(F)+ γt(H).
We now define a special family of γtEC-graphs that satisfy certain desirable properties.
Definition 4. A graph G is a special γtEC graph if G is a γtEC graph that is γt-special with distinguished vertices u and v
satisfying the following properties where x ∈ {u, v}:
(a) There is a γt(G)-set containing x.
(b) γt(G− u− v) = γt(G)− 1.
(c) For every vertex w ∈ V \ {u, v}, γt(G; x, w) < γt(G) or γt(G − w) < γt(G). Furthermore, if γt(G; x, w) ≥ γt(G) or
γt(G− w) ≥ γt(G), then there is a γt(G)-set containingw.
If G is a special γtEC graph and γt(G) = k, we say that G is a special ktEC graph.
The graphs G1 and G2 shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively, are examples of special 3tEC graphs.
Lemma 6. If F is a special jtEC graph and H is a special ktEC graph, then for q ≥ 1,G = F ◦ Qq ◦ H is a (k+ j+ 2q)tEC graph.
Proof. By Lemma 4, γt(G) = j+ k+ 2q. It remains to show that γt(G+ e) < γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G). We shall follow
the notation employed in the proof of Lemma 4.We also introduce the following additional notation. If f ∈ V (F)\{u, v} and
γt(F − f ) < γt(F), let Af be a γt(F − f )-set. If f ∈ V (F) \ {u, v} and γt(F; f , v) < γt(F), let Bf be a γt(F; f , v)-set containing
f and v. Note that at least one of the sets Af and Bf exists by Property (c) in Definition 4. If f ∈ V (F) and there is a γt(F)-set
containing f , letDf be such a set. In particular, note that the setsDu andDv exist by Property (a) in Definition 4. For h ∈ V (H),
let the sets Ah, Bh, and Dh be defined similarly. Thus if h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y} and γt(H − h) < γt(H), let Ah be a γt(H − h)-set. If
h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y} and γt(F; h, y) < γt(H), let Bh be a γt(H; h, y)-set containing h and y. If h ∈ V (H) and there is a γt(H)-set
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≥i, Suw, Svw, Sxy, Sxz , and Syz be defined similarly. Let e ∈ E(G). We
proceed further with three claims.
Claim A. If e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (Qq), then γt(G+ e) < γt(G).
Proof. Suppose that e joins a vertex f ∈ V (F) and a vertex t ∈ V (Qq). By symmetry, we may assume that t ∈ {ui, vi, wi} for
some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Suppose that f ∉ {u, v}. By Property (c) in Definition 4, γt(F − f ) < γt(F) or γt(F; f , v) < γt(F). On the one hand,
suppose that γt(F − f ) < γt(F). If t ∈ {ui, vi}, let D = Af ∪ Suv ∪ Dy, while if t = wi, let D = Af ∪ Svw ∪ Dy. In both cases, D
is a TDS of G+ e and |D| = γt(F − f )+ γt(Qq)+ γt(H) < γt(F)+ γt(Qq)+ γt(H) = j+ k+ 2q = γt(G). On the other hand,
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suppose that γt(F; f , v) < γt(F). If t ∈ {ui, vi}, let D = Bf ∪ Suv ∪ Dy, while if t = wi, let D = Bf ∪ Suw ∪ Dy. In both cases, D
is a TDS of G+ e and |D| < γt(G). Thus once again, γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired.
Suppose that f ∈ {u, v}. If t = vi, let D = Df ∪ (Suv \ {ui}) ∪ Dy. Suppose that t = ui. If f = v or if f = u and i ≥ 2,
let D = Df ∪ Syz≤i−1 ∪ (Suw≥i \ {ui}) ∪ Dy. If f = u and i = 1, let D = Df ∪ (Suw \ {ui}) ∪ Dy. Suppose that t = wi. If f = u,
let D = Df ∪ (Sxz≤i \ {zi}) ∪ Sxy≥i+1 ∪ Dx. If f = v and i < q, let D = Df ∪ (Suw≤i \ {wi}) ∪ Sxy≥i+1 ∪ Dx. If f = v and i = q,
let D = Df ∪ (Suw \ {wi}) ∪ Dx. In all cases, D is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G). Thus, γt(G + e) < γt(G), as desired. This
completes the proof of Claim A. 
Claim B. If e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (H), then γt(G+ e) < γt(G).
Proof. Suppose that e joins a vertex f ∈ V (F) and a vertex h ∈ V (H). We consider two possibilities.
Suppose first that e is incident with a vertex in the set {u, v, x, y}. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f = v.
Suppose that h ∈ {x, y}. Let Lh be a γt(H − x − y)-set. By Property (b) in Definition 4, |Lh| = γt(H) − 1 = k − 1. If h = y,
let D = Dv ∪ Syz ∪ Lh, while if h = x, let D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Lh. In both cases, D is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so
γt(G+e) < γt(G), as desired. Hencewemay assume that h ∈ V (H)\{x, y}. By Property (c) in Definition 4, γt(H−h) < γt(H)
or γt(H; h, y) < γt(H). If γt(H − h) < γt(H), let D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Ah, while if γt(H; h, y) < γt(H), let D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Bh. In
both cases, D is a TDS of G+ e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired.
Suppose next that e is not incident with a vertex in the set {u, v, x, y}. Thus, f ∈ V (F) \ {u, v} and h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y}. If
γt(F; f , v) < γt(F) and γt(H; h, y) < γt(H), thenD = Bf ∪Suw∪Bh is a TDS ofG+e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+e) < γt(G),
as desired. Hence wemay assume that γt(F; f , v) ≥ γt(F). Thus, by Property (c) in Definition 4, γt(F − f ) < γt(F) and there
is a γt(F)-set Df containing f . If γt(H − h) < γt(H), then D = Df ∪ Svw ∪ Ah is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so
γt(G + e) < γt(G), as desired. Hence we may assume that γt(H − h) ≥ γt(H). Thus, γt(H; h, y) < γt(H). But now the set
D = Df ∪ Svw ∪ Bh is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G + e) < γt(G), as desired. This completes the proof of
Claim B. 
Claim C. If e joins two vertices in V (Qq), then γt(G+ e) < γt(G).
Proof. Suppose that e joins two vertices s and t in V (Qq). By symmetry, we may assume that s ∈ {ui, vi, wi} for some
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q.
Suppose that s = vi. We may assume, without loss of generality, that t ∈ {uj, vj, wj} for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ q, where i ≠ j.
If t ∈ {uj, vj}, let D = Dv ∪ (Suv \ {ui})∪ Dy, while if t = wj, let D = Dv ∪ (Svw \ {wi})∪ Dy. In both cases, D is a TDS of G+ e
and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G + e) < γt(G), as desired. Hence we may assume that s ≠ vi. Similarly, we may assume that
t ≠ vj for all j = 1, . . . , q.
Suppose that s ∈ {ui, wi}. By symmetry, wemay assume that s = ui. Suppose that t ∈ {uj, wj, xj, zj} for some j, 1 ≤ j ≤ q
where we may assume that i < j if t = uj. Suppose that t ∈ {uj, wj}. If 1 = i ≤ j, let D = Du ∪ (Suw \ {u1})∪ Dy. If 2 ≤ i ≤ j,
let D = Du ∪ Syz≤i−1 ∪ (Suw≥i \ {ui}) ∪ Dy. If j < i, then t = wj and i ≥ j+ 2. In this case, let






∪ Sxz≥i \ {xi} ∪ Dx.
In all three cases, D is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G + e) < γt(G), as desired. Suppose that t ∈ {xj, zj}. If
1 = i ≤ j, let D = Du ∪ (Sxz \ {x1}) ∪ Dx. If 2 ≤ i ≤ j, let D = Du ∪ Syz≤i−1 ∪ (Sxz≥i \ {xi}) ∪ Dx. If j < i and t = xj, let
D = Dv ∪ (Suw \ {uj}) ∪ Dy. If j < i and t = zj, let D = Dv ∪ (Suv \ {vj}) ∪ Dy. In all three cases, D is a TDS of G + e and
|D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired. This completes the proof of Claim C. 
Wenow return to the proof of Lemma6. If e joins two vertices in F orH , say F , thenγt(G+e) ≤ γt(F+e)+γt(H)+γt(Qq) <
γt(F) + γt(H) + γt(Qq) = j + k + 2q = γt(G), as desired. Hence we may assume that e joins a vertex in F with a vertex
in V \ V (F) or that e joins two vertices in Qq. If e joins a vertex in F with a vertex in V \ V (F), then by Claims A and B,
γt(G+ e) < γt(G). If e joins two vertices in Qq, then by Claim C, γt(G+ e) < γt(G). Hence, G is a (k+ j+ 2q)tEC graph. 
A proof similar to that of Lemma 6 but simpler yields the following result.
Lemma 7. If F is a special jtEC graph and H is a special ktEC graph, then F ◦ H is a (k+ j)tEC graph.
By Lemma 6, the graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G2 shown in Fig. 4 is a 8tEC graph. By Lemma 7, the graph G2 ◦ G2 shown in Fig. 3 is a
6tEC graph.
Definition 5. A graph G is an almost γtEC graph if G is γt-special with distinguished vertices u and v satisfying the following
properties where x ∈ {u, v}:
(a) There is a γt(G)-set containing x.
(b) γt(G+ e; u) < γt(G) or γt(G+ e; v) < γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G).
(c) For every vertex w ∈ V \ {u, v}, γt(G − w; v) < γt(G) or γt(G;w) < γt(G). Furthermore, if γt(G − w; v) ≥ γt(G) or
γt(G;w) ≥ γt(G), then there is a γt(G)-set containingw.
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The graph G3 shown in Fig. 2(c) is the simplest example of an almost 2tEC graph.
Lemma 8. If F is special jtEC graph and H is an almost ktEC graph, then for q ≥ 1,G = F ◦ Qq ◦ H is a (k+ j+ 2q)tEC graph.
Proof. By Lemma 4, γt(G) = j + k + 2q. It remains to show that γt(G + e) < γt(G) for every edge e ∈ E(G). We shall
follow the notation employed in the proof of Lemma 6, except that in the graph H we define the set Ah and Bh as follows: If
h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y} and γt(H − h; y) < γt(H), let Ah be a γt(H − h; y)-set. If h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y} and γt(H; h) < γt(H), let Bh
be a γt(H; h)-set. Note that at least one of the sets Ah and Bh exists by Property (c) in Definition 5. If h ∈ V (H) and there is a
γt(H)-set containing h, let Dh be such a set. In particular, we note that the sets Dx and Dy exist by Property (a) in Definition 5.
Let e ∈ E(G). We proceed further with the following two claims.
Claim D. If e joins two vertices in H, then γt(G+ e) < γt(G).
Proof. Suppose that e joins two vertices in H . By Property (b) in Definition 5, γt(H + e; x) < γt(H) or γt(H + e; y) < γt(H).
We may assume, without loss of generality, that γt(H + e; y) < γt(H). Let Ly be a γt(H + e; y)-set. Then, D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Ly
is a TDS of G+ e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired. 
Claim E. If e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (H), then γt(G+ e) < γt(G).
Proof. Suppose that e joins a vertex f ∈ V (F) and a vertex h ∈ V (H). We consider three possibilities.
Suppose first that e is incidentwith x or y.Wemay assume that h = y. Suppose that f ∈ {u, v}. Let Lf be a γt(F−u−v)-set.
By Property (b) inDefinition 4, |Lf | = γt(F)−1 = j−1. If f = v, letD = Lf∪Sxy∪Dy, while if f = u, letD = Lf∪Suv∪Dy. In both
cases, D is a TDS of G+ e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired. Hence wemay assume that f ∈ V (F)\ {u, v}.
By Property (c) in Definition 4, γt(F − f ) < γt(F) or γt(F; f , v) < γt(F). If γt(F − f ) < γt(F), let D = Af ∪ Svw ∪ Dy, while if
γt(F; f , v) < γt(F), let D = Bf ∪ Suv ∪ Dy. In both cases, D is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G + e) < γt(G), as
desired. Hence we may assume that e is incident with neither x nor y.
Suppose next that e is incident with u or v. We may assume that f = v and that h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y}. By Property (c)
in Definition 5, γt(H − h; y) < γt(H) or γt(H; h) < γt(H). If γt(H − h; y) < γt(H), let D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Ah, while if
γt(H; h) < γt(H), let D = Dv ∪ Svw ∪ Bh. In both cases, D is a TDS of G + e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G + e) < γt(G),
as desired. Hence we may assume that e in not incident with a vertex in the set {u, v, x, y}. Thus, f ∈ V (F) \ {u, v} and
h ∈ V (H) \ {x, y}.
Suppose that γt(F; f , v) < γt(F). If γt(H − h; y) < γt(H), let D = Bf ∪ Suw ∪ Ah ∪ {h}, while if γt(H; h) < γt(H), let
D = Bf ∪Suv∪Bh. In both cases,D is a TDS ofG+e and |D| < γt(G), and so γt(G+e) < γt(G), as desired. Hencewemay assume
that γt(F; f , v) ≥ γt(F). Thus, by Property (c) in Definition 4, there is a γt(F)-set Df containing f . If γt(H − h; y) < γt(H),
let D = Df ∪ Svw ∪ Ah, while if γt(H; h) < γt(H), let D = Df ∪ Svw ∪ Bh. In both cases, D is a TDS of G+ e and |D| < γt(G),
and so γt(G+ e) < γt(G), as desired. 
Wenow return to the proof of Lemma 8. If e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (Qq), then a proof identical to the proof
of Claim A in Lemma 6 shows that γt(G + e) < γt(G). If e joins two vertices in V (Qq), then a proof identical to the proof of
Claim C in Lemma 6 shows that γt(G+ e) < γt(G). If e joins two vertices in F , then γt(G+ e) ≤ γt(F + e)+γt(H)+γt(Qq) <
γt(G). Hence we may assume that either e joins two vertices in H or e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (H). If e joins
two vertices in H , then by Claim D, γt(G + e) < γt(G). If e joins a vertex in V (F) and a vertex in V (H), then by Claim E,
γt(G+ e) < γt(G). Hence, G is a (k+ j+ 2q)tEC graph. 
A proof similar to that of Lemma 8 but simpler yields the following result.
Lemma 9. If F is special jtEC graph and H is an almost ktEC graph, then F ◦ H is a (k+ j)tEC graph.
3. A lower bound on the maximum diameter of γtEC graphs
Using the general constructions presented in Section 2, we are now in a position to provide a lower bound on the
maximum diameter of a total domination edge-critical graph. We shall prove:
Theorem 1. For k ≥ 2, the maximum diameter of a ktEC graph is at least ⌊3(k− 1)/2⌋.
Proof. For k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, the desired result follows from Section 1.2. The graph G3 ◦ G2 shown in Fig. 5 is a 5tEC graph with
diameter 6, thereby establishing the result for k = 5.
By Lemma 7, the graph G2 ◦ G2 shown in Fig. 3 is a 6tEC graph and it is a simple exercise to check that G2 ◦ G2 has
diameter 7, thereby establishing the result for k = 6.
For q ≥ 1, let Fq = G2 ◦ Qq ◦ G3. As remarked earlier, G2 is a special 3tEC-graph while G3 is an almost 2tEC-
graph. Hence by Lemma 8, the graph Fq is a ktEC graph where k = 5 + 2q ≥ 7. It is a simple exercise to prove that
diam(Fq) = 6 + 3q = 3(k − 1)/2. Hence for every k ≥ 7 odd, there exists a ktEC graph of diameter 3(k − 1)/2. (The 7tEC
graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G3 with diameter 9 is shown in Fig. 6.) This establishes the result for k ≥ 7 odd.
For q ≥ 1, let Hq = G2 ◦Qq ◦G2. As remarked earlier, G2 is a 3tEC-graph. Hence by Lemma 6, the graph Hq is a ktEC graph
where k = 6 + 2q ≥ 8. It is a simple exercise to prove that diam(Hq) = 7 + 3q = (3k − 4)/2 = ⌊3(k − 1)/2⌋. Hence for
every k ≥ 8 even, there exists a ktEC graph of diameter ⌊3(k− 1)/2⌋. (The 8tEC graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G2 of diameter 10 is shown
in Fig. 4.) This establishes the result for k ≥ 8 even and completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Fig. 5. The 5tEC graph G3 ◦ G2 .
Fig. 6. The 7tEC graph G2 ◦ Q1 ◦ G3 with diameter 9.
4. An upper bound on the maximum diameter of γtEC graphs
In this section, we provide a trivial upper bound on the maximum diameter of a total domination edge-critical graph of
a fixed total domination number. For this purpose, we shall use the following notation. Let G = (V , E) be a γtEC graph with
diam(G) = d. Let v be a diametrical vertex of G. For i = 0, 1, . . . , d, let Vi denote the set of all vertices of G at distance i from
v. In particular, V0 = {v} and V1 = N(v), and Vd ≠ ∅. We call the sets V0, V1, . . . , Vd the levels of G with respect to v. Two











For e ∈ E(G), we let Se be a γt(G+ e)-set.
Lemma 10. If u and v are adjacent vertices in a graph G and {u, v} totally dominates a set S of vertices of G, then the vertices of
S are contained in at most four consecutive levels of G.
Proof. Let i ≥ 0 be the smallest integer such that S contains a vertex in Vi and let j ≥ 0 be the largest integer such that S
contains a vertex in Vi+j. Let x ∈ Vi and let y ∈ Vi+j. Then, dG(x, y) ≥ j. However each of x and y is adjacent to at least one of
u and v, and so dG(x, y) ≤ 3. Thus, j ≤ 3. Hence, S ⊆ V[i,i+3]. 
Theorem 2. The diameter of a ktEC graph is at most 2k− 3.
Proof. Let G be a ktEC graph and let v be a diametrical vertex of G. Let d = diam(G) and let V0, V1, . . . , Vd denote the levels
of G with respect to v. Then, v ∈ V0. Let u ∈ V4. Then, γt(G + uv) ≤ k − 1. Let Duv be a γt(G + uv)-set. Then, Duv contains
at least one of u and v. If {u, v} ⊆ Duv , then {u, v} totally dominates only vertices in V0 ∪ V1 ∪ V[3,5]. Thus in order to totally
dominate the set V2, the set Duv must contain at least one vertex in V[1,3]. If Duv ∩ {u, v} = {u}, then in order to totally
dominate the set V1 ∪V2, the set Duv must contain at least two vertices in V[1,3]. If Duv ∩{u, v} = {v}, then in order to totally
dominate the vertex v, the set Duv must contain at least one vertex in V1. Thus in order to totally dominate the set V3, the
set Duv must contain at least one vertex in V[2,4]. In all three cases, |Duv ∩ V≤4| ≥ 3, and so at most k− 4 vertices in Duv are
required to totally dominate the set V≥6. By the approach in Lemma 10, these k − 4 vertices totally dominate vertices that
belong to at most 2(k− 4) levels. Hence since there are d− 5 levels in V≥6, we have that d− 5 ≤ 2(k− 4), or, equivalently,
d ≤ 2k− 3. 
5. Exact values for small k
In this section, we establish a sharp upper bound on the diameter of γtEC graphs for small k. We shall prove:
Theorem 3. For k ≤ 6, the maximum diameter of a ktEC graph is the value given by the following table:
k 2 3 4 5 6
diam 1 3 4 6 7
That is, for k ≤ 6, the maximum diameter of a ktEC graph is ⌊3(k− 1)/2⌋.
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For k ∈ {2, 3, 4}, the desired result follows from Section 1.2.
Lemma 11. If G is a 5tEC graph, then diam(G) ≤ 6.
Proof. Let G be a 5tEC graph and let v be a diametrical vertex of G. Let d = diam(G) and let V0, V1, . . . , Vd denote the levels
of G with respect to v. Then, v ∈ V0. Suppose that d > 6. Let u ∈ V4 and consider the graph G+ uv. Then, γt(G+ uv) ≤ 4.
Let Duv be a γt(G + uv)-set. As shown in the proof of Theorem 2, the set Duv must contain at least three vertices in V≤4.
Thus at least two vertices in Duv ∩ V[5,d] are required to totally dominate the set V6 ∪ V7. Hence, γt(G+ uv) = |Duv| ≥ 5, a
contradiction. Thus, d ≤ 6. 
The result for k = 5 follows from Lemma 11 and Theorem 1. Our proof of the result for k = 6 is technical and is omitted.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown that for k ≥ 2, the maximum diameter of a ktEC graph is at least ⌊3(k − 1)/2⌋ and this
bound is sharp for k ≤ 6. We close with the following.
Conjecture 1. For k ≥ 2, the maximum diameter of a ktEC graph is ⌊3(k− 1)/2⌋.
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